
Application Note AN R524 
Looking beneath the Surface with 
Confocal Raman Microscopy

Confocal microscopy is a term used to describe a techni-
cal setup of a microscope. It is particularly characterized 
by the use of two optically matched pinhole apertures. 
This technique enhances optical resolution and contrast. 
Raman spectroscopy uses laser light to induce the Ra-
man effect. By using confocal apertures, the “Raman 
answer” from the sample can be confined to a small 
known volume of the sample, resulting in a resolution in 
the z-dimension.

Confocal Raman Microscopy: SENTERRA II

Bruker’s dispersive Raman microscope system SENTERRA II 
includes confocal depth profiling with FlexFocus*. This 
provides ability to profile the interior of a sample. Confocal 
Raman microscopyoffers unique capabilities for analyzing a 
sample in the z-dimension. 

*see also: Bruker Optics, Technical Note „T23 Raman  
Confocal Microscopy with FlexFocus“   

Application example: Differentiation of inks on paper

In the forensic science the identification of ball pen inks 
even under adverse conditions is a frequent task. In this 

case several ball pen inks were drawn on paper and the 
paper was laminated with a transparent film. 
Questions were: 
	is it possible to identify the inks even below the 
 lamination?  
	can measurements at the intersection of two ink lines
 reveal which line was drawn first/second? 

To approach the first question, measurements of the paper 
itself and the lamination were compared to spectra from the 
ink lines. All measurement were performed with 785 nm 
laser excitation (fig 1).
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It is clear to see, that the different inks showed different 
spectra, in the spectrum of the red line a strong paper 
background could be observed. 
Obviously, the spectrum of the laminating film had to be 
taken as reference and the system had to be switched to 

“confocal” mode.
This change from “high throughput mode” to “confocal 
mode” requires nothing but a switch in the software, no 
tools, no alignment work.

For comparison spectra of the film were taken in both 
modes. Here one advantage of confocality becomes appa-
rent.  Spectra in “high throughput mode” exhibited slight 
fluorescence background, which was diminished by the 
use of the confocal mode (fig. 2).
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Fig. 3 Spectra measured on laminated paper: paper (blue), red line 
(red), green line (green), turquoise line (turquoise) and laminate film 
(black).

Fig. 4 Regular mapping grid of measurement positions on microscopic 
image of the intersection between two ink lines.

Furthermore the confocal mode allowed measure all ink 
line through the laminate (fig. 3).

The second question was a more challenging task. A regu-
lar mapping grid was measured, covering all relevant areas 
of the intersection: a) plain paper, b) vertical ink line, c) ho-
rizontal ink line and d) intersection of both ink lines (fig 4).
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Fig. 2 Spectra from foil; confocal vs. high throughput

The measured spectra were dominated by the spectral 
features of the paper matrix. As the interpretation of the 
slight changes between the different areas is tedious, an 
automated software evaluation method was applied. This 

“Cluster Analysis” groups spectra according to their “spec-
tral similarity” into a predefined number of “classes”. In 
this case this number was set to 4 because of the 4 areas 
mentioned above (fig 5). 
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Fig. 1 Spectra from ink lines on paper (no laminate)



Fig. 6 Visual image of defective adhesive layer with measurement 
are 

Application example: Distribution of an API 

One special application form of pharmaceutical substances 
is adhesive tape with the active pharmaceutical ingredient 
(API) being distributed in the adhesive layer  (e.g. in nico-
tine patches). For storage the adhesive side of the tape 
is usually capped with a cover sheet to avoid degradation 
and contamination of the API.

In this example stability testing resulted in a degraded 
adhesive surface visible through the transparent cover 
sheet. Measurements had to be performed in confocal 
mode through the cover sheet to avoid changes induced 
by the contact with the atmosphere. In the green area, a 
confocal map with 25x36 positions with a lateral distance 
of 25 µm was set up. The focus was set on the adhesive 
layer. The mapping grid covered the two prominent de-
fects: white bubble and dark structure (fig. 6).  
 
To interpret the resulting data reference measurements 
of the cover sheet, the base material of the plaster, the 
adhesive without API and the adhesive with API were 
performed.  As the amount of API in the adhesive was low, 
a spectrum subtraction was the only way to find the API’s 
unique spectral features (fig. 7).

Fig. 5 False colour plot of Cluster Analysis result displayed on the top 
of the visual microscopic image.

Dark blue was assigned to the “paper” area. Light green 
represented the “horizontal ink” and orange the “vertical 
ink”. It turned out that  the “intersection“ with bright pink 
was found to have the highest spectral similarity to the 

“vertical ink”. Therefore the “vertical line” must have been 
drawn second.
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Fig. 7 Reference spectra of the substance in a drug patch.

From the spectrum subtraction “adhesive with API (pink) 
– adhesive without API (green)” the black spectrum could 
be derived. Two peaks at 1440 cm-1 and 685 cm-1 did not 
interfere with the spectral features from the cover sheet 
(blue) or the base material (orange).
 
Integration of the two API bands resulted in the chemical 
images shown in figure 8 and 9.
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Fig. 9  Plot of the integration of the Ra line @ 1440cm-1 

Fig. 8 Plot of the integration of the Ra line @ 685 cm-1

Both chemival images show the exact same pattern indica-
ting that they belong to the same substance – the API.

Oneresult was that the dark structures visible in the adhe-
sive layer were formed by agglomeration of API.
As the white bubble exhibited only weak Raman spectra 
of the adhesive layer it was found that here an “air bubble” 
was the reason for the visible inhomogeneity. 

Summary
Confocal microanalysis is a tool to determine the molecular 
composition of the sample in all three dimensions. Dissi-
milar to FTIR microscopy, Raman microscopy is capable of 
retrieving information from the depth of a sample. Appli-
cations are the analysis of embedded material, samples 
that must not be exposed to ambient conditions or depth 
profiling within a transparent sample. 

A beneficial side-effect of measuring in confocal mode is 
the possibility to decrease or diminish fluorescence infor-
mation contained within a Raman spectrum.
A great advantage of the design of the Bruker Optics 
Raman microscope SENTERRA II is it’s hassle-free switch 
between “confocal mode” and “high throughput mode”.  


